


Weights - Measurements

18.5

canopy window

canopy

reclining backrest

transparent wheels

5 point safety harness 
with shoulder pads

front suspension

basket

button to adjust handlebar height 

8.4

H: 102 cm

W: 45 cm
L: 67 cm

DIMENSIONS (LxWxH)

without folding: 67x45x102 cm

Total weight: 8.4 18.5
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zigi characteristics:

• Weight : 8.4 kg-18.5 Lbs
• Maximum child weight : 17 kg - 44 Lbs
• Dimensions when folded : L45 x W25 x H56 cm
• Compact, one-hand folding
• Canopy XL with not one but three sunvisors,
 the second and third which provides extra UV
 protection. Includes window, which also  
 provides ventilation
• Transparent wheels
• Large basket
•  Innovative rear suspension
•  Backrest that can recline up to 150 degrees
•  Adjustable handlebar
•  5 point safety harness
•  Includes raincover
•  Colours : Charcoal, Olive Green, Midnight Blue

Folding

Compact,
one-hand folding 
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H: 56 cm

W: 25 cm
L: 45 cm



3 recline positions :

pull up to recline

Sitting Resting Sleeping

Recline



Extended Canopy

Safety Harness



What’s included

Rain coverChassis + Softgoods

Wheels

transparent wheels 
with 3600 spin

front suspension



Carrycot

Expand the carrycot

What’s included

Easily extends and folds down.
When not in use, simply fold the carrycot downwards into the rigid base for easy storage.
Canopy with extendable flaps with UV protection. 

zigi is suitable from birth thanks to the carrycot that perfectly adapts to the zigi chassis,
allowing baby to be comfortable and safe.

Apron

Raincover



Champagne (New Colour)

NEW COLOUR

Footmuff Sporty Changing Bag Safety Bar

Carrycot

zigi with Summer Canopy



Denim (New Colour)

NEW COLOUR

Footmuff Sporty Changing Bag Safety Bar

Carrycot

zigi with Summer Canopy

Denim



Olive Green
A301401

Denim
A301810

Charcoal
A301201

Champagne
A301999

Midnight Blue
A301800

Available Colours

(NEW) (NEW)



Sporty Changing Bag

Footmuff

S3201-10

S301201-06BB S301800-06BB S301401-06BB

S3800-10 S3401-10

Accessories

Summer Canopy

A301201-04

A301500-02

A301800-04

A301609-02

A301401-04

A301615-02

S3999-10
(NEW)

S3810-10
(NEW)

S301999-06BB
(NEW)

S301810-06BB
(NEW)

A301810-04

A301810-02

A301999-04

A301999-02

(NEW)

(NEW)

(NEW)

(NEW)

Safety Bar



Accessories

Winter Outfit

Mosquito Net Rain Cover

Clip Cup Holder Adapter Kit

Travel Bag

Automatic Canopy

S3201-23

S301-04

G101-22X

A301201-03

S3800-23

S301-18

G102-21 

A301800-03

S3401-23

S301-26

G4105

A301401-03



Olive Green
A301401

Denim
A301810

Charcoal
A301201

Champagne
A301999

Midnight Blue
A301800

Carrycot

(NEW) (NEW)



Care and 
maintenance

Guarantee

The seat may be spot cleaned using a damp sponge with a mild soap or detergent.
Allow to dry completely before folding or storing away. 
If the canopy, accessories or seat become wrinkled or creased after the buggy has been 
folded for a long period of time, simply iron the fabric on the reverse side. Be sure to 
place a damp cloth between the iron and the fabric. 
In some climates the covers and trims may be affected by mould and mildew. To help 
prevent this from ocurring, store the product in a well ventilated area and refrain from 
folding.

Your product adheres to current safety requirements and it is guaranteed to be in perfect 
condition at the time of purchase.
If this product shows signs of fabrication faults during the warranty period (after normal 
use and following the guidelines laid out in the user manual), please contact the seller.

Warranty conditions: 
-The warranty period is 24 months from the date of purchase. This warranty period is not  
  extendable, even in the event of repair.
-For the warranty to be valid you need to:
1. Provide the original purchase receipt given to your retailer.
2. Provide a description of the defect to your retailer.
-The warranty is made to the original owner of the product and is not transferable to any   
  subsequent owner.
-The warranty provides a right to repair but does not permit exchanges or refunds.

The warranty does not apply in the following circumstances:
-The product has been modified or repaired by third parties.
-Corrosion or rust on the wheels and chassis due to extreme environmental conditions including high humidity, salt spray,  
 ice or snow or due to insufficient care.
-The defect was caused by improper usage or maintenance or due to anything else deemed to be the fault of the user; in  
 particular, failure to comply with the instructions for use as described in the user manual. 
-The defect was caused as a result of an accident or airline/transport damage.
-Normal wear and tear that can be expected with daily use of this product.
-Discolouration or damage to the fabric due to washing, rainwater or excessive exposure to sunlight.
-The defect is the result of overloading (exceeding the maximum weight allowance for the child and any items being carried). 

Brush off excess dirt and remove sand and salt after visiting the beach; wipe clean with a
moist cloth and mild cleaning agent.

Periodically lubricate the wheels, the hinges and other sliding parts using light oil or 
silicon spray. Do not use heavy oil as this will attract dust and grit which tends to clog and 
damage moving parts.

Follow these steps regularly 
in order to keep the buggy in 
perfect condition.

The fabrics and plastics are highly 
resistant, but excessive sun exposure 
can cause discolouring.

Cleaning the seat

Cleaning the chassis

Lubrication of moving parts



www.mimakids.com
info@mimakids.com

Please note that colours and contents may vary from those illustrated.
With reservations for misprint and change of product range.

Regarding mima accessories, always please check availability with your local retailer.
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